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Abstract: Starting from the reality that, in today’s globalized world, people 
have easy access to a wide range of cuisines from different cultures, the present 
paper discusses the multicultural nature of the menus offered by the Romanian 
restaurants, and especially by those specific to the Banat region, with the ultimate 
purpose of analysing the way in which food names of various origins are rendered 
in the English variants of these menus. The results of this analysis are relevant for 
the manner in which the various culture-specific features of restaurant menus are 
handled in the process of translation into a foreign language.
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1. Introduction
Food represents an essential element of a culture, being considered an impor-

tant marker for any person’s ethnic identity. The early experiences that people have 
with food as part of their families generally create memories that last a lifetime. One 
proof in this respect is the fact that the taste and the smell of the childhood foods will 
almost always evoke nostalgia, being associated with a feeling of warmth and well-
being. Moreover, no matter where they go, immigrants take with them the food of their 
native countries, as this brings them comfort and helps them preserve their cultural 
identity. One explanation for this close connection between food and culture is offered 
by Kittler et al. (2012: 39), who consider that “eating is a daily reaffirmation of [one’s] 
cultural identity”.

Discussing food from a linguistic perspective, most of the terms used to denote 
various types of dishes, ingredients or styles of cooking represent lexical items which 
are deeply rooted in the cultural contexts in which they were created, and, consequently, 
their exact meaning is often difficult to understand by outsiders. In the context of glo-
balization, various types of culture-specific foods and ways of cooking have spread 
across national borders, and, inevitably, have come to influence the eating habits of the 
people all over the world. One consequence is that, from a linguistic-cultural perspec-
tive, restaurant menus have acquired a marked multicultural character, because, quite 
frequently, their pages include food names specific to a wide range of cuisines. Starting 
from this reality, the present paper has two different, but still closely related objectives. 
On the one hand, it aims at discussing the multicultural nature of the menus offered by 
the Romanian restaurants, and especially by those specific to the Banat region, with a 
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view to identifying the linguistic elements which actually contribute to their multicul-
turalism. On the other hand, the paper analyses the English variants of the food names 
of diverse origins present in the same menus, in an attempt to arrive at findings that 
are relevant for the manner in which the various culture-specific features of restaurant 
menus are handled in the process of translation into a foreign language.

2. A linguistic analysis of the multicultural character 
of the Romanian restaurant menus

The corpus used in this study is made up of 28 menus provided by restaurants 
which are located, in their vast majority (24), in the Banat region, in the South-West 
of Romania. Most of these restaurants (18) provide a mixture of dishes from both the 
Romanian and the international cuisine. Additionally, there are two restaurants which 
offer exclusively Romanian food, while the other eight restaurants have an ethnic char-
acter (Serbian, Italian, Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese). The menus were personally 
collected by the author, with the permission of the personnel present there.

Taking into consideration the linguistic element which creates the culturally-
specific character of a particular dish or product, the culinary terms of various origins 
revealed by the restaurant menus making up my corpus can be categorized into four 
broad categories: terms which denote dishes specific to a certain cultural space, which 
include culture-specific products or ingredients, which contain some geographical or 
cultural references, and which represent metaphorical constructs. In what follows, I will 
present each of these four categories of terms, illustrating them with relevant examples. I 
want to mention that, even if the starting point for the categorization of the food names 
in my corpus is represented by the Romanian variants of the dishes and products, I will 
also offer an English translation or a description for a better understanding of the phe-
nomenon under discussion. However, no comments regarding the English variants of 
the terms will be made here, since this will represent the focus of section 3.

2.1. Food names denoting dishes specific to a certain cultural space
The menus in my corpus provide numerous examples of dishes which are rep-

resentative for a wide variety of cuisines, as illustrated by the examples offered below.
Almost any restaurant offering Romanian traditional food includes in its menu 

dishes such as sarmale (minced meat rolled in cabbage leaves), mici/ mititei (grilled 
minced meat rolls), or mămăligă (a type of cornmeal porridge similar to polenta). 
Desserts like găluşte cu prune (potato dumplings with plums), or papanaşi (sweet 
cheese dumplings with cream and jam) must also be mentioned here.

Culinary treats from Banat’s neighbouring countries are also present in the menus 
under analysis. Thus, a great frequency is registered by the Hungarian gulaş (‘goulash’) 
or the Serbian pleşcaviţa (‘pljeskavica’), which are popular in many countries across 
Europe. Frequent are also the dishes from the Italian culinary scene: carpaccio, focac-
cia, pizza or risotto, which have acquired international fame, and, consequently, hardly 
need any translation into English.
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From the more remote culinary traditions, we have examples like the Chinese 
Dou Fu (consisting in tofu set in a spicy sauce) and Dim Sums (a Cantonese style of 
steamed dumpling prepared in very small portions), the Japanese sashimi (thinly sliced 
raw seafood often seasoned with soy sauce) and sushi (vinegared rice mixed with other 
ingredients), the Vietnamese Bun Bo Nam Bo (literally meaning ‘noodles with beef 
from the south’), or the Arabic şaorma (also written as shaorma) and kebab, which 
both represent extremely popular offers in the menus of numerous Romanian fast food 
restaurants.

2.2. Food names denoting or including culture-specific products or ingredients
An essential contribution to the multicultural character of the menus in my cor-

pus is made by the wide range of ingredients or products which are served either indi-
vidually, or as part of a dish. The Mediterranean cuisine proves to be very resourceful 
in this respect. Thus, the menus under analysis are full of Italian terms denoting types 
of cheese, such as bocconcini (an Italian term which denotes ‘little bites or morsels’, but 
which, in the international cuisine, is generally restricted to the sense of ‘bocconcino 
di mozzarella’), burrata, Grana Padano, parmesan (written also as parmezan, the form 
adapted to the Romanian linguistic system), types of pasta, like fagottini, gnocchi, penne, 
or cured meat products, such as pancetta or prosciutto. The Spanish chorizo and tortilla, 
the French foie gras, or the Cypriot halloumi complete this image.

Sometimes, the foreign names are used even in the case of products or ingre-
dients which are not necessarily culture-specific, but highlight the specific character 
of the restaurant or its style of cooking. For instance, in the restaurants which offer 
Mediterranean food, we encounter names like pepperoncino, the generic Italian name 
for hot chili peppers, or like nero di sepia (i.e., the Italian name for ‘squid ink’), which 
is an ingredient mainly used to colour rice or pasta black, and to enhance the flavour 
of sauces.

The multicultural character of the restaurant menus is proved even more con-
clusively by the names of dishes which bring together products or ingredients specific 
to different cultural backgrounds. Some examples in this respect are spätzle cu burrata 
(‘spätzle with burrata’), combining a product usually associated with the German tradi-
tion with one of Italian origin, or spaghetti Beijing (‘Beijing Spaghetti’), which adds an 
Asian flavour to the classic Italian pasta.

2.3. Food names including geographical or cultural references
The menus under analysis reveal a wide range of food names which include 

some geographical reference. In certain cases, the reference is made under the form 
of a nationality adjective which signals the fact that a particular dish or product either 
originates from, or is prepared in a manner specific to the denoted country: salată 
grecească (‘Greek salad’), mici sârbeşti (‘Serbian chevap’), sos olandez/ Hollandaise 
(‘Hollandaise sauce’), tochitură românească (‘Romanian stew’). Similarly, there are 
food names which make reference to a certain region: e.g., aripioare de pui “Si Chuan” 
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(‘“Si Chuan” chicken wings’), clătite a la Hortobágyi1 (‘Hortobágyi pancakes’), găluşte 
tiroleze (‘Tirolese dumplings’), sarmale bănăţene (‘Banat traditional stuffed cabbage’). 
Most frequently, however, the culinary terms involve names of cities and towns: e.g., 
supă Beijing (‘Beijing soup’), humus Beiruti (‘hummus Beiruti’), muştar de dijon (‘Dijon 
mustard’), pâine în stil Choka 2(‘Choka’s bread’), brânză Roquefort (‘Roquefort’), şniţel 
vienez (‘Wiener Schnitzel’).

The culture-specific character of the dishes can also be given by references to 
cultural or historical figures perceived as symbols of a certain nation. Thus, my corpus 
provides names like friptură Esterházy (‘Esterházy steak’), whose name is related to a 
Hungarian noble family with origins in the Middle Ages, prăjitură Mozart (‘Mozart 
cake’), an Austrian cake which is inspired by the Mozartkugeln chocolate marzipan 
truffles, and which inevitably evokes the famous composer, pui “Gong bao” (‘“Gong 
bao” chicken’), a Chinese dish which can be literally translated as “palace guardian”, and 
which is considered to have taken its name after the high-ranking court official Ding 
Baozhen, also called Ding Gongbao (cf. Lin 2016), şniţel Karageorge (‘Karadjordje’s 
steak’), a reference to the leader of the Serbian people in their struggle for indepen-
dence, or Chateaubriand, a steak named after the French author.

2.4. Food names representing metaphorical constructs
A special category of food names with a marked culture-specific character 

includes terms based on metaphors or on other figures of speech. I am sure that such 
constructs can be found in various cuisines; however, the examples revealed by the 
restaurant menus in my corpus basically belong to the Romanian culinary tradition, on 
the one hand, and to the Asian one, on the other.

In the case of the Romanian cuisine, a relevant example is pomana porcului, which 
literally means ‘the meal prepared in the memory of the slaughtered pig’. The dish con-
sists of various cuts and offal of pork, such as ribs, tenderloin, and liver, which are fried 
in lard, being offered immediately after sacrificing the animal.

Another dish which is frequently found in the Romanian restaurants is called 
scăricică/ scăriţă, literally meaning ‘little ladder’. The dish itself is not specific to the 
Romanian cuisine, since it actually consists in pork ribs. However, it is mentioned here 
due to the metaphorical load that its name has in our language: the specific shape of the 
ribs has determined the Romanians to use the terms scăricică and scăriţă in alternation 
with coaste, which represents an objective description of the dish in question.

From the category of the desserts, I must mention a dish which the Romanians 
consider to be part of their own culinary tradition, representing one of those tastes 
of the childhood that accompany them for the rest of their life: lapte de pasăre (liter-
ally rendered as ‘bird’s milk’). It consists in rounded dumplings made from beaten egg 
whites and sugar, which float in a substantial quantity of vanilla custard. Even if the 

1 Region in eastern Hungary.
2 A town in the North Banat District of the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina, Serbia.
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people in my country generally consider that lapte de pasăre is a Romanians traditional 
dessert, this is not exactly the case, since similar recipes are used in other countries, like 
France, where it is known under the name île flottante (‘floating island’).

From the Chinese cuisine, we have a traditional Sichuan dish with a funny name, 
furnici în copac (‘ants in the tree’). It is called this way because of the image created by 
its ingredients: bits of ground meat and noodles, which are seen like ants climbing the 
branches of a tree.

The Chinese menus in my corpus also reveal the name of a dessert which is based 
on an oxymoron: îngheţată prăjită (‘fried ice cream’). The two contradictory terms 
which appear side by side in the name of this dish are meant to create a certain effect, 
giving us, at the same time, some hints about the manner in which it is prepared: it 
consists of a scoop of ice cream in a thick crunchy crust that is fried briefly in order to 
create a warm shell around the still-cold ice cream. It is a popular dessert in the Asian 
restaurants, even if it is not restricted to such environments.

All the examples offered above are relevant for the manner in which the food 
names of diverse origins present in my corpus create the multicultural character of the 
Romanian restaurant menus available in the Banat area. More such examples will be 
mentioned in the next section, which will take things one step further and will focus on 
the way in which all these culture-bound elements are rendered in the English variants 
of the same menus. 

3. Rendering the culture‑specific character of the food terms in 
the Romanian – English translations of the restaurant menus

In order to achieve the second objective of my study, I will perform a compara-
tive analysis of the Romanian and the English variants of the restaurant menus making 
up the corpus presented in the previous section, with a view to shedding light on a 
series of aspects which might be relevant for the process of translating this category 
of texts: Which are the techniques used by the translators of these texts?; How does 
the translated variant render the culture-specific character of a particular food name?; 
How appropriate are the solutions offered by the translators of the texts under analy-
sis? Before offering possible answers to such questions, I will provide some theoretical 
considerations regarding the role of culture in translation, on the one hand, and the 
manner in which translators can deal with the problems raised by the culture-specific 
elements, on the other.

3.1. Culture-specific items in translation
As culture-specific elements, food names are very important from a translational 

point of view. Since the acknowledgement of the fact that translation activity involves 
not only two different languages, but also two different cultural traditions, culture has 
become an element worthy of great attention in the approaches proposed by various 
translation theorists, such as Newmark (1988), Baker (1992), or Katan (2012). Even if 
illustrating different trends or schools of thought, such approaches stress the idea that 
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the profile of a competent translator must necessarily incorporate the ability of identi-
fying the culture-specific features of the source text, and of selecting the best solution 
for rendering those features into the target language.

When it comes to the problem of dealing with cultural differences in translation, 
a significant contribution comes from Venuti (1995), who introduced the key con-
cepts of domestication and foreignization, concepts representing two opposed transla-
tion methods. According to Venuti, domestication reveals the translators’ orientation 
towards the target culture, entailing the reduction of the foreign text to the target-lan-
guage cultural values, while foreignization involves their concern for the preservation 
of the source-culture specificity, resulting in a target variant which registers the linguis-
tic and cultural difference of the foreign text (Venuti 1995: 20).

Trying to help translators solve the problems created by the culture-specific 
items, several theorists propose taxonomies of procedures, strategies or techniques that 
can be used to this end. Maybe the best-known example in this respect is Newmark’s 
(1988) taxonomy of translation procedures; however, I will mention here a few con-
tributions of a more recent date. Thus, Katan (1999: 87) distinguishes three main 
translation strategies: generalisation, deletion and distortion. Another theorist, Olk 
(2013: 348–351), provides a classification which includes seven categories of proce-
dures, ranking from a foreignizing to a domesticating scale: transference, transference 
+ explicitation, transference + explanation, target-language expression referring to the 
source culture, neutral explanation, omission, and the substitution of a source text 
cultural element by one specific to the target culture. Following the same line which 
involves maximal distance from the target reader at one end and minimal distance at 
the opposite end, there is Marco’s (2018: 3–4) classification of translation techniques 
for culture-specific items, including: borrowing, which may be pure or naturalised, 
literal translation, neutralisation (under the form of description or generalisation/
particularisation), amplification/compression, intracultural adaptation (the original 
culture-related item is replaced by another source culture item which is more familiar 
to target readers), intercultural adaptation (a target culture item is substituted for the 
source text item), and omission.

As we can see, the ways in which the translator can deal with the culture-spe-
cific items are variously labelled as “procedure”, “method”, “strategy” and “technique”. 
A thorough attempt to delimit the reference of these terms was made by Molina and 
Hurtado Albir (2002), and, in line with their terminology, I will use the term “tech-
niques” in the sense of operations materializing solutions for certain problematic trans-
lation units. More specifically, in my study, techniques represent the analytical tools 
that allow me to study the manner in which the result of the translation process func-
tions in relation to its corresponding source-text unit. As for the typology of translation 
techniques used in the process of analysis, it is mainly based on Marco’s (2018) contri-
bution, with a few terminological adjustments. Thus, respecting the same arrangement 
from the foreignizing end to the domesticating one (cf. Venuti 1995), the techniques 
used in my research study are: borrowing (pure or naturalised), literal translation, 
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description, generalisation/ particularisation, linguistic amplification/ compression, 
established equivalent, and omission.

3.2. The translation-oriented analysis of the restaurant menus
Using the analytical tools presented above, my translation-oriented analysis 

is based on the restaurant menus making up the corpus described in section 2, and 
involves a comparative approach to the manner of rendering the culture-specific ele-
ments in the Romanian vs. the English variants of these menus. I want to mention 
that the analysis of the respective menus is performed in qualitative terms, because 
my intention is not to provide statistics, but to reflect a certain reality, and to draw 
attention to aspects that might lead to the facilitation and even to the improvement 
of the work of the translators dealing with this particular text type. The discussion of 
the research findings will point to the translation techniques that have been used for 
rendering the various categories of culture-specific food names discussed earlier. For 
privacy reasons, the names of the restaurants will not be revealed, and, consequently, 
whenever the source of a certain example must be mentioned, a code will be used, 
consisting in capital letter R (from the word ‘restaurant’), accompanied by a number 
from 1 to 28. 

Since multiculturalism is the underlying concept of this whole paper, the findings 
are organized according to the national cuisines with the best representation in the area 
of Banat. The most relevant examples revealed by my corpus are presented below.

3.2.1. Romanian cuisine
For the terms denoting traditional Romanian dishes, there are relatively few 

cases in which the translator uses the domesticating technique of the established equiv-
alent. One such example is bulz/ mămăligă, frequently paralleled by the target variant 
‘polenta’ (R2, R10, R25), which is actually a term of Italian origin. Even if the descrip-
tive English term ‘boiled cornmeal’ could have been used, this solution does not occur 
in any of the menus that I analysed. What does sometimes occur, however, is the vari-
ant ‘maize’ (R1, R26), which is a generalization, and does not represent an appropriate 
translation choice. The established equivalent is also used in the case of scăricică or 
scăriţă, which are both rendered as ‘ribs’ (R2, R8, R24), thus losing the metaphorical 
load of the original terms, and in the case of tochitură, translated as ‘stew’ (R2, R5, R8).

At the opposite end, the foreignizing technique of borrowing is used for dishes 
like mici/ mititei (R2, R24), zacuscă (R12, R26), sarmale (R8, R25) and Pomana por-
cului (R10). Sometimes, the terms denoting such dishes are rendered by combining 
borrowing with the technique of description: mici (‘grilled ground meat rolls’) (R8), 
zacuscă (‘traditional Romanian vegetable spread’) (R8), Pomana porcului (‘traditional 
Romanian dish’) (R8). There are also cases when these traditional dishes are paral-
leled by English variants based exclusively on the technique of description. Thus, mici/ 
mititei is rendered as ‘minced meat rolls’ (R7) or as ‘grilled minced meat rolls’ (R5, 
R10). For sarmale, we find several variants, such as ‘stuffed cabbage’ (R2), ‘meat rolled 
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in cabbage’ (R7, R22), or ‘stuffed cabbage rolls’ (R12), but I consider that none of 
these is entirely accurate, and I would suggest ‘minced meat rolled in cabbage leaves’ as 
a more suitable descriptive equivalent in this case. Similarly, the translation of Pomana 
porcului as ‘Romanian traditional winter cold platter’ (R2) does not capture the specific 
character of this dish, which would be better reflected by the variant ‘freshly slaugh-
tered pig dish/ plate’.

Far from being restricted to the cases mentioned above, the neutralizing technique 
of description is quite frequently used for the food names specific to the Romanian cui-
sine, even if the target variants do not always represent very felicitous translation solu-
tions. One example in this respect is lapte de pasăre, rendered as ‘egg white dumplings’ 
(R6) and as ‘vanilla egg white dumplings’ (R11), which both offer only fragmented 
information on the contents of this dish. The translator could have offered a more com-
plete variant like ‘egg white dumplings in vanilla cream/ sauce’, or could have resorted 
to the equivalent ‘floating islands’. Another example is papanaşi, which registers vari-
ous English translations in my corpus, ranging from relatively appropriate – e.g., ‘sweet 
cheese dumplings’ (R2) – to rather inaccurate descriptions of this dish: ‘jam and sour 
cream doughnuts’ (R5), ‘fried dumplings’ (R7) or ‘doughnuts with cheese’ (R11).

I want to mention that, in addition to the instances of pure borrowing used 
for the famous Romanian dishes mentioned above (cf. mici/ mititei, zacuscă, sarmale 
and Pomana porcului), this technique is also responsible for the translation solutions 
offered in the case of some geographical references involving mainly names of regions 
or cities. Thus, ciorbă rădăuţeană de pui is rendered literally as ‘“Radauteana” chicken 
soup’ (R7), in which the geographical reference represents a borrowing that has under-
gone a mild process of naturalization through the removal of the diacritics. The change 
is more significant in cârnăciori olteneşti translated as ‘Oltenian sausages’ (R5), where, 
for the adjective with regional reference, the translator selects the variant ‘Oltenian’, a 
forced lexical creation based on borrowing a root of Romanian origin, i.e. Olte(a)n, to 
which the English suffix of nationality -an is added.

Sticking to the foreignizing sphere of the translation techniques, the analysis of 
my bi-lingual corpus also reveals some examples of literal translation (combined or 
not with another technique), which represents a frequent choice for the food names 
consisting in multiple words, such as găluşte cu prune – ‘dumplings with plums’ (R1, 
R24), fasole bătută – ‘mashed beans’ (R2, R22), or clătite bănăţene – ‘crepes from Banat’ 
(R12)/ ‘pancakes from Banat’ (R26).

3.2.2. Influences from Banat’s ethnic groups: the Serbian, 
Hungarian, Austrian and German cuisines
The situation of the English translations offered for the Serbian dishes in my cor-

pus is quite interesting, because, most frequently, the target text variants involve some 
borrowed word of Serbian origin, which is not necessarily present in the Romanian 
source. Thus, frigăruile podgoriei, for example, is rendered as ‘wineyard’s raznjici’ (R3), 
a solution based on a combination of literal translation and the borrowing of a Serbian 
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term which does not occur in the Romanian source. Similarly, zacuscă is paralelled in 
the English menu by the pure borrowing ‘ajvar’ (R3), while mici sârbeşti is rendered by 
means of the slightly naturalized ‘chevapi’ (R3, R27).

I must also mention the case of the famous pleşcaviţa, a dish which occurs in the 
Romanian menus either in this naturalized form (R10, R19, R23), or as the semi-nat-
uralized pljeskavita (R3), or as the pure borrowing pljeskavica (R6, R27). No matter 
the manner in which it is spelt in the source variant, the English rendering of this dish 
is ‘pljeskavica’ (R6, R10, R19, R23, R27), a translation solution based on the pure 
borrowing of the Serbian term. In the same vein, caimac (R27), also spelt kaimak 
(R3), is rendered in the English target texts by means of the pure borrowing ‘kajmak’ 
(R3, R27).

My corpus also reveals instances when the borrowing of Serbian origin is present 
in the Romanian variant of the respective dish. In most such cases, the technique of 
borrowing is combined with the literal translation: şniţel Karageorge – ‘Karadjordje(’s) 
steak’ (R3, R27), salată şopska – ‘Shopska salad’ (R3, R27), cârnaţi Sremska – ‘Sremska 
sausages’ (R27).

When we speak of the Hungarian cuisine, the first thing that comes to our mind is 
goulash, the famous and most frequently cooked dish outside the borders of Hungary. 
This dish is present in the menus making up my corpus, without being restricted to the 
restaurants specialized in Hungarian food. In all the cases, the Romanian term gulaş 
does not raise any translation problems, being paralleled by the English ‘goulash’ (R9, 
R15, R23, R28).

As for the English variants of other dishes representing the Hungarian cuisine, 
their analysis reveals a preference for the technique of borrowing, which is often associ-
ated with the literal translation: clătite a la Hortobágyi – ‘Hortobágyi pancakes’ (R15), 
muşchi de vită Szeged – ‘Szeged beef tenderloin’ (R28), ciolan de porc cu nokedli – ‘pork 
knuckle with nokedli’ (R28). Sometimes, the translator prefers to render the culture-
specific elements by resorting to the technique of description. Thus, for clătite a la 
Hortobágyi we also find the English variant ‘Hungarian stuffed crepes’ (R28), while 
nokedli is paralleled by the descriptive phrase ‘Hungarian dumplings’ (R25).

Just like goulash in the Hungarian cuisine, one of Austria’s national dishes, the 
Wiener Schnitzel, represents a hugely popular meal all over the world. One conse-
quence is that the menus under analysis provide numerous instances of this dish (şniţel, 
in Romanian), which, in the vast majority of cases, are rendered in English by means 
of a combination of established equivalent and pure borrowing: ‘Wiener schnitzel’ 
(R3, R9, R22). Sometimes, the nationality adjective is paralleled by its English form: 
‘Viennese schnitzel’ (R12, R19). Unfortunately, I have also identified a case of wrong 
translation, ‘Vienna steak’ (R13), which does not denote the Austrian specialty, but is 
an early name for what would now be termed a hamburger (cf. Ayto 2013).

Tastes from the Austrian and the German cuisines are also evoked by the pres-
ence of the specific type of pasta called spätzle, a term which represents a borrowing in 
Romanian. The English variants of the dishes containing this kind of pasta are based on 
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a pure borrowing, in association with the literal translation: spätzle cu Burrata – ‘spätzle 
with Burrata’ (R24), spätzle vegetariene – ‘vegetarian spätzle’ (R23).

The combination of literal translation and borrowing is also used in the case of 
some famous desserts, such as tort Linzer – ‘Linzer tart’ (R13) or prăjitură Mozart – 
‘Mozart cake’ (R23). However, there is one translator who prefers to render tort Linzer 
by means of the neutralizing technique of description – ‘nut and jam layer cake’ (R26).

3.2.3. The exquisite taste of the Mediterranean cuisine
In the Banat region, there are a multitude of restaurants serving Mediterranean 

food. As I have already mentioned in section 2, the Romanian menus of these restau-
rants are full of names of Italian origin, which, in the vast majority of cases, are preserved 
in the English translations. Therefore, it can be definitely affirmed that the foreignizing 
technique of borrowing, often in association with the literal translation, represents the 
solution most frequently used for the English renderings of the Mediterranean food 
names. Some relevant examples are salata Caprese cu bocconcini – ‘Caprese salad with 
bocconcini’ (R12), risotto cu legume – ‘risotto and vegetables’ (R6, R12), pizza pane 
cu Grana Padano – ‘pizza pane with Grana Padano’ (R12), Penne Carbonara – ‘Penne 
Carbonara’ (R4, R13), fusilli cu pesto Genovese – ‘fusilli with pesto Genovese’ (R14).

I have noticed that, in the case of one restaurant (R12), the translator some-
times introduces an additional explanatory element in the English variant. Thus, if 
in the Romanian menu we have quadroni, ravioli cu ricotta şi spanac, risotto cu funghi 
porcini, the English translations involve, among others, the technique of amplification: 
‘quadroni pasta’, ‘ravioli with ricotta cheese and spinach’, ‘risotto with funghi porcini 
mushrooms’.

I have also identified a few situations when the translator decides to offer the 
established equivalents for the terms of foreign origin present in the name of some 
Mediterranean dishes. In some cases, the result is felicitous, like in spagetti pomodoro e 
basilico – ‘spaghetti with fresh tomato and basil’ (R14), while in others it entails some 
loss. One such example is risotto cu fructe de mare – ‘rice with seafood’ (R9), where the 
English ‘rice’ is too general in comparison to the source term risotto, which involves a 
certain manner of preparing the rice.

The technique of borrowing, usually in association with the literal transla-
tion, is also reflected by the English variants of dishes and products specific to other 
Mediterranean cuisines: cârnaţi chorizo – ‘chorizo sausages’ (R6), chicken paella 
– ‘paella de pui’ (R13), halloumi la grătar – ‘grilled halloumi’ (R9), sos meunière – 
‘meunière sauce’ (R11), sos remoulade – ‘remoulade sauce’ (R3, R6), or sos tzatziki – 
‘tzatziki sauce’ (R11).

3.2.4. Flavours from the Asian cuisine
Finally, the most remote cuisines present in the menus under analysis are those 

from China, Japan and Vietnam. The analysis of the Asian food names reveals that, no 
matter what kind of culinary tradition they represent, the English variants generally 
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involve a combination of borrowing and literal translation. Some examples from the 
Chinese cuisine are supa de hun dun – ‘Hun Dun soup’ (R16), orez Yangzhou – ‘Yanzhou 
rice’ (R16), homar “jin xiu” – ‘“Jin Xiu” lobster’ (R16), supa “Whan Toun” – ‘“Whan 
Toun” soup’ (R18), aripioare de pui “Si Chuan” – ‘“Si Chuan” chicken wings’ (R18). 
Similar examples can be found in the menu of the Japanese restaurant (R20): supa 
Miso – ‘Miso soup’, tempura cu fructe de mare – ‘seafood tempura’, as well as in that of 
the Vietnamese restaurant in my corpus (R21): Ramyun cu fructe de mare – ‘Ramyun 
with seafood’, Pho tron cu vită – ‘Pho tron with beef ’. Sometimes, in the English transla-
tion, the borrowing is accompanied by a compressed variant of the information present 
in the original text: e.g., salată de ciuperci shitake – ‘shitake salad’ (R20), salată de alge 
wakame – ‘wakame salad’ (R20). 

There are also a few cases when the translator resorts to the neutralizing tech-
nique of description: crevete “fengwei” – ‘crispy fried king prawns’ (R18), spaghete 
“Zhajiang” – ‘Chinese noodles with bean sauce’ (R18), furnici în copac – ‘rice noodles 
with ground meat’ (R16), but they clearly lose some of the local colour usually associ-
ated with an ethnic restaurant.

3.2.5. Discussion of the research findings
As a very general remark, the English variants of the Romanian menus in my 

corpus reveal the translators’ marked preference for the foreignizing techniques, since 
borrowing and literal translation were frequently used as instruments in the process of 
producing solutions to the various cultural problems in the original texts. One implica-
tion is that the English translations preserve many of the elements which contribute to 
the multicultural character of the Romanian menus (cf. section 2), and, consequently, 
are very likely to produce a similar effect on their intended audience. Another implica-
tion is that the target readers have the opportunity of immersing themselves in a differ-
ent culture, and, therefore, to learn something about it.

The analysis of my corpus has also identified description as a recurrent transla-
tion technique. It is true that the target solutions built in this way sometimes render the 
contents of a certain dish with more accuracy, but they have a neutralizing effect, and, 
consequently, diminish the culture-specific character of that dish name. It is interesting 
that, as my research indicates, description registers the highest frequency in the case 
of the English translations of the Romanian food names, being more rarely encoun-
tered in the English variants of culinary terms of other origins. Considering the fact 
that translations were made in Romania and were intended to the foreign visitors of 
our country, most probably the translators used this technique with the purpose of 
presenting the Romanian dishes in a manner which is as clear and detailed as possible.

Finally, the domesticating techniques occur relatively sporadically: the estab-
lished equivalent is used only for a few dishes or products, while omission is not pres-
ent at all. 

All these findings reiterate the fact that cultural factors play an essential role in 
the process of translation. The cultural context in which the translation is produced, 
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the cultural background of the translator, the cultural specificity of the source text, as 
well as the intended effect on the target audience are all elements which influence the 
translator’s choices, and, which inevitably determine the particular linguistic make up 
of a translated text.

4. Conclusions
The present study has been based on two different, but closely related directions 

of research conducted on a bilingual corpus of restaurant menus from Romania’s Banat 
region. The first line of research has revealed the multicultural nature of the Romanian 
variants of these menus, identifying and illustrating those linguistic elements which 
create the cultural specificity of the various food names. Taking the analysis one step 
further, the second line of research has pointed to the techniques predominantly used 
for the English translations of the same menus, exposing the extent to which these 
techniques ensure the preservation of the multicultural character at the level of the 
target texts. The main conclusion is that the foreignizing techniques used by the trans-
lators of these menus generally preserve the multicultural nature of these documents, 
and, therefore, the effect produced by the English variants is comparable to that of the 
original texts. However, there are also cases of translation solutions which reveal the 
loss or the inappropriate rendering of important cultural information. This stresses, 
once more, the necessity that translators should pay special attention to the manner in 
which they deal with elements of culture in general, and with terms denoting food in 
particular, because food “is the cornerstone of life and lies at the heart of our cultural 
identity” (Chiaro and Rossato 2015:239).
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